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ABSTRACT
Computational thinking (CT) is emerging as an important theme
in computer science and high school education. However,
research is needed to inform high-school teachers how to foster
students’ development of CT in computer science and other
subjects. Evidence suggests that agent-based modeling is a
valuable way for students to learn CT in different subjects. This
paper reports a teaching experiment where researchers,
developers, and high school teachers collaborated to develop six
NetLogo models. The models were used in nine Danish High
Schools in the following four subjects: Biotechnology, chemistry,
biology, and social science. Teachers and students had no or very
limited experience with programming. Students build CT and
content knowledge by using, modifying, and creating code in the
models. This paper provides details for others to adopt the models
and the underlying CMC framework, which integrates: Coding,
Modeling, and Content. The paper evaluates the results from an
open-ended questionnaire with all participating students (n=210)
and semi-structured interviews with all teachers (n=15). Thematic
analysis was applied to categorize the qualitative data. Results
showed that students were able to use, modify, and create code in
NetLogo that enabled them to develop CT and content knowledge.
The CMC framework represents a fruitful way for teachers to
design and teach and for students to tinker with learning CT.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Seymour Papert [1] coined the notion of Computational Thinking
(CT) in 1980 to describe the inquiry necessary to solve problems
by means of computational ideas or computers. He applied the
notion to make formal geometry more accessible to children by
means of computational models. In 2006, Wing [2] referred to CT
as the competence to think like a computer-scientist. Wing argued
that CT represented a universally applicable attitude and skill set
everyone, not just computer scientists, would be eager to learn
and use [2 p. p. 33]. This definition referred back to Papert's [1]
original insight that CT was an inquiry process in any subject, not
only say computer science. Papert emphasized that the essence of
the computer was its universality that gave power to the
computational thinker with the computer to simulate real-world
phenomena [1 p.VIII].
CT can be a way of teaching high school students modelling and
coding [22] but to what extent does such activities lead highschool students to build content knowledge in other subjects than
computer science such as biology, chemistry, English etc.?
According to Papert [1] and Wing [2], CT stimulates students’
understanding or construction of content knowledge. Although
CT is being introduced into the subject of high school computer
science [4, 11, 12, 13] and other subjects [10], it is still unclear how
CT should be taught in high-school, whether learning CT helps
learning another subject and finally whether CT should be taught
in most or any subject.
CT can be said to have two meanings in the high school curricula.
First, CT can be a learning goal in computer science (or
Informatics as high school computer science is mostly called in
Europe). In this case, CT is a means towards learning skills or
knowledge relating to computer science such as learning
programming. Second, CT can be a means towards learning
content knowledge (in math, social science, biology etc.) by using
CT to close the students’ gaps in understanding between

representing a phenomenon and the phenomenon itself. It follows
from this second approach that CT is a competence that should be
taught in high-school in order for the students to learn to grasp
content in a subject (not just computer science) by means of
computational ideas or the computer.
Researchers have demonstrated that agent-based modeling can be
an effective way of teaching CT in relation to content knowledge
[6, 7, 8]. We therefore choose to use NetLogo, which is an agentbased modeling tool that has been used in both biology teaching
[16, 18] social sciences [17] chemistry [10] and mathematics [22].
In this paper, we report a design-based research study focusing on
high-school students (n=210) and teachers (n=15) using NetLogo
to develop CT and content knowledge. We used a sequential
transformative design with quantitative data (from students) and
qualitative data (from students and teachers). The research was
conducted in four Danish high school subjects: Biotechnology,
chemistry, biology and social/political science in nine different
schools. The research aim was to develop teachers and students’
integration of Coding, Modeling and Content construction (CMC
see figure 1):

learning environments for students’ acquisition of CT and content
knowledge?

2 METHOD
Participants: Fifteen high school teachers (nine males and six
females) in fifteen high school classes (in nine different high
schools) employed the models in their classes. Altogether, 210
students participated.
NetLogo: NetLogo is an agent-based modeling environment. A
NetLogo model includes the Interface tab, the Info tab, and the
Code tab. The model is displayed in the Interface and students can
manipulate its accompanying plots and parameters. The Info tab
describes both the model as well as its structure, properties, and
rules (i.e. rules assigned to the entities in the model). It also gives
suggestions as to what to explore and extend in the model. The
Code tab includes the code for the model with comments. Any
changes made in the Code tab will result in changes to the model
and the interface [15].
Step 1: Developing NetLogo models. Three researchers and
two developers constructed six NetLogo models with five high
school teachers as collaborators.
The aim was that students could tinker with the models and
examine how patterns at a macro level, e.g. of ion transport across
a cell membrane, arise from simple rules and interactions at the
micro level, such as atoms and molecules, in a system (see figure
2).

Figure 2: NetLogo model of cell membrane, showing both
the ‘Interface’ and ‘Code’.
On running the model, students could explore how these simple
rules resulted in complex and unpredictable patterns.
Figure 1: The CMC approach. A: Taking both modeling, coding as
well as content into consideration when designing the models. B:
Altering sections of code to modify the model. C: Comparing and
modifying the model to fit the content matter. D: Concepts from
content matter are illustrated in the code to facilitate students
work with coding.

1.1 Research question
The objective of this teaching development project was to provide
models and code with interface elements that students could
tinker with and hereby develop CT. In particular we wanted to
evaluate whether the CMC (coding, modelling, and content)
approach can aid researchers, developers, and teachers to produce

Step 2: Designing learning activities. In designing the models,
we used procedures and functions in the code to ensure that
students worked at the appropriate level of abstraction (see figure
2).
Abstraction refers here to understanding a representation,
identifying, and analyzing the elements that makes up the model
of the represented phenomenon. All students were given the
same one-minute video introduction to NetLogo.
The CMC approach (figure 1) served both as a framework in the
design phase/step of the models and the pedagogy around using

these models in teaching. Thus researchers, developers, and high
school teachers used the approach throughout the study, to
simultaneously design the computational models and plan the
learning activities. The team designed the models primarily to
serve as initial starting points or idea generators for students to
tinker with, use and modify. Students could interact with models
built as half-baked microworlds. A microworld is defined as a less
developed representation of a phenomenon [14, 15].
Subsequently, we used structured learning activities to take the
students through tasks such as creating a new set of agents in
NetLogo, e.g. potassium ions, with specific structures and rules, in
the model of a cell membrane that already contained sodium ions
(figure 2). The students worked in pairs to support peer-to-peer
collaboration, using an online questionnaire describing the tasks
and related questions they needed to answer. The learning
activities lasted for a total of 90 minutes.

provide students with models and code with interface elements
that were easy to tinker with.
Step 4: Collection of data. We conducted design-based research
with a sequential transformative design, in which we collected
quantitative and qualitative data from students and qualitative
data from teachers. Students filled out online questionnaires,
while working with the model. In order to analyze data, we
employed a description of CT competences and learning goals
from the literature [19, 3] as shown below in table 1.
CT category
CT baseline

CT sub-category
CT baseline
Perspective development

Subject progress

Subject baseline
Subject progress

Understanding the model

Using the model
Analyzing the model
Understanding the model
Decomposing the model
Levels of thinking
Scaling the phenomenon
Pattern recognition
Sorting relevant from irrelevant
information

Model/subject

Representation of the model
Representation of the subject
Transferring subject knowledge
to the model and back

Interface/code

Analyzing macroscopic syntax
Formulating macroscopic syntax
with elements of microscopic
syntax

Working with code

Creating solutions
Defining problems in the model
Generalize solutions by
algorithmic thinking
Capture essential properties
common to a set of agents
Motivation for working with
computational models

Teachers were able to gain support from researchers and
developers online or in short prerecorded guiding videos before
and during classroom sessions.
Step 3: Students working with the models. We used a
constructionist approach to learning [20, 21] that involved
students tinkering with the model interface and code. This
involved students playfully manipulating the code of a
computational model to generate and pursue questions in relation
to the model, much as described in Wagh et al. [15]. This is
especially important for students who are novices in computing
and programming [23].
We encouraged students to use, modify, and create the model and
code by giving them specific tasks to perform. Thus, the model
was what Vygotsky [21] conceived of as a semiotic sign meaning
a representation for someone that could become a mediated
activity for the student. Hereby the model, when appropriated by
the student, resulted in a regulatory change in the students’
behavior, understanding etc. In the interest of time and because
both teachers and students had limited or no experience with
computer programming, we chose to let students work with predesigned computer models rather than have them develop models
from scratch. But students were encouraged to modify models and
ponder to what extent they furthered the construction of their
understanding of content knowledge or CT.
The underlying code in NetLogo consisted of variables and rules
such as for molecules in a system. Our aim was that the code
should represent a phenomenon as well as the structure and rules
of the agents and the dynamic relations between the agents that
we wanted to investigate [1]. Hence, the interface should illustrate
these relations with accuracy. Furthermore, the code and the
interface were designed in order to facilitate the intended learning
activities we wanted to achieve. In summary, our aim was to

Table 1: Categories used for classification in data analysis
The online questionnaire covered the 22 sub-categories of CT (see
table 1). The questionnaires all contained the same pre-post
question regarding the students’ perspective on using a computer
model in the subject. Approximately 10% of the questions were
multiple-choice questions, the rest required the students to
formulate their own answers. Students answers were scored by two
independent researchers and pooled into six categories (see table 1)
and the percentage of students able to accommodate the learning
goals described were calculated (figure 3).

Three independent researchers coded qualitative and quantitative
data separately.
Each of the teachers participated in a semi-structured group
interview. The interviews were conducted between one and three
weeks after the learning activities had taken place. Each interview
consisted of three parts: Firstly, teachers were asked if there were
any challenges when using the model. Secondly, teachers were
asked to elaborate on the advantages for both students and
teachers on using the CMC approach. Finally, in the third and last
part of the interviews, teachers were asked to consider if they
would use the CMC approach when working with other
phenomena or even with other subjects. The interviews were
audio-recorded and analyzed by two independent researchers
who gathered, analyzed, and discussed relevant quotes.

3 RESULTS
3.1 Quantitative data: Students
We examined how students were able to use and understand the
model they worked with, analyze and evaluate the model in
regard to the subject, if the students were able to draw
connections between the code and the interface, and finally if the
students were able to successfully modify the code in order to
improve the model.
As shown in figure 3, almost all of the students were able to
perform the tasks related to these learning goals, with successfully
performing students ranging from 74 to 90%. However, 79% of the
students were able to perform tasks such as modifying the
properties of an agent or adding a new type of agent (figure 3, last
category “working with code”). This is suggestive of a highly
positive effect in light of the fact that 93% of all students reported
that they had no or very little experience with programming.

Figure 4: Students’ perception of learning objectives
acquired after working with computer models.
Interestingly, before having worked with a model, more students
reported that computer models helped them visualize and
explicate a phenomenon better as opposed to after. One
explanation for this finding could be that a pictorial
understanding of something is not a deeper conceptual
understanding. Thus, students might realize that a visualization
(e.g. a picture) does not have adequate information or does not
adequately represent the more complex representations that a
computer model is capable of. This might be the case in dynamic
phenomena (e.g. transport across cell membrane osmosis) where
a simple visualization carries less dynamic information that a
NetLogo model.
After having worked with a model there was an increase in
students who described being able to interact with the model, to
save time as oppose to conducting an experiment in real life, and
to see micro- and macro-levels of the phenomenon as important
purposes of computer models.

3.2 Qualitative data: Teachers
In the semi-structured interviews teachers were asked to
elaborate on their experiences with the CMC approach and how
NetLogo worked as a learning environment in their class. Of the
15 teachers, only two had prior programming experience in
NetLogo. Nevertheless, teachers found that using NetLogo, as a
programming environment, made them confident enough to
conduct the learning activities without any prior experience in
programming or in NetLogo.
Figure 3: Percentage of students that successfully solved
tasks in category
With a pre- and post-test in the form of a questionnaire we probed
what students perceived they could learn from models in the
subject (e.g. chemistry) as shown in figure 4.

“When they [the students] see that the computational model
does not match with their own perception of the phenomenon,
they can change the code until it fit with what’s in their head.
That is what the program [NetLogo] can really give me. I can
simply check, or see visually, what the students thinks. I have
not been able to do that in any other way.”
Figure 5: Quotation from a biotechnology teacher

Four teachers mentioned that when students use and modify the
code in a model and interact with the teacher while doing so, the
students reveal their perception of the phenomenon to the
teacher, expressed by a male science teacher in figure 5. Some
teachers mentioned that the activities activated other groups of
students (such as quiet girls or poor students) than would
normally be the most active in class. However, some teachers
expressed concern over the fact that a small group of students
persistently over the project period lacked motivation for working
with code (see quotation in figure 6). More than half of the
teachers expressed a wish for more models of other phenomena
relevant to their subject and with more complex content
knowledge embedded in the models.
“All students started tinkering with the model and most of the
students worked very concentrated with the tasks given in the
questionnaire. However, a few students didn’t seem to be
motivated by the tasks, and I found it difficult to engage them.”
Figure 6: Quotation from a social science teacher

4 DISCUSSION
4.1 Quantitative data: Students
The finding (figure 3) that a majority of students were able to use,
understanding, analyze, and evaluate the models and modify the
code behind the models to improve them needs explanation. We
take it to mean two things. First, the CMC approach can be used
to design meaningful learning activities in which students obtain
CT learning goals. Second, NetLogo is an appropriate
programming environment for high school students in any of the
four subjects tested.
Pre- and post-questions suggested that students change their
perspective on what computer models can be used for in subjects
when working with a model, see figure 4. Especially interesting is
the finding, that students become increasingly aware of levels in
phenomena after working with a model. Students emphasized the
importance of levels thinking by pointing out how the interface
of a NetLogo model can visualize the macro-level described by the
micro-level in the code behind. This touch on a point that other
researchers have made about affordances of interacting with code
to engage in inquiry that help students think through and learn
about mechanism [27].

4.2 Qualitative data: Teachers
An interesting quotation is from a male teacher (see figure 5). He
elaborates how the application of the CMC approach enabled him
as a teacher to elicit the students’ perception of the phenomenon.
Hence, the quotation demonstrates how powerful a tool computer
models can be to teachers, as it helps them to scaffold and evaluate
the student’ progress in regards to both CT and the content
knowledge. However, we must also be aware of the concern
illustrated in figure 6 that not all students become motivated by
the CMC approach.

Teachers asked for the project team of developers to develop more
models in all subjects. Given the teachers enthusiasm about the
models, this in no way suggests laziness on their behalf, but rather
that teachers wanted to experiment with more models as learning
activities. However, we did not adequately provide more models
due to lack of resources.
The tinkering approach produced both eureka moments for
students (when a representation was especially informative and
thus an aha-experience) as well as moments of frustration when
students were uncertain about how the model worked and what
it represented. Other researchers have concluded when working
with NetLogo models that a minimally structured activity
followed by a highly structured activity (e.g. the use of
worksheets) might lead to longer-term learning gains [24, 25]. The
second design principle is to apply three steps: Use, modify, and
create as a progression in learning tasks leading the students
down a path of working with and learning code and acquiring
aspects of CT [5, 26]. By applying these principles, we believe that
the students become more motivated, engaged and less
intimidated by working with computer models and with code.
Thereby rendering the measurement of students’ modeling skills
and CT [9].
Keeping in mind that this design-based research study focused on
developing CT and modeling in high school subjects, our study
suggests that it is possible to plan short interventions of CT
sequences and obtain student learning in CT in other subjects
than computer science. However, future research is needed to
examine how students with a limited computer coding proficiency
learn to work with increasingly more complex code. As students
refine the models and build the code to represent more and more
complex phenomena it would be relevant to investigate student
experiences: What do students perceive as complex code and
why? This has ramifications for how the model should be
designed in order to be adequately complex and accommodate
relevant learning goals in CT. In particular, we would, based on
this study, suggest that future design-based research use agentbased modeling in order to develop models of teaching CT in
different high-school subjects.

5 CONCLUSION
In this work, we have focused on developing teaching activities
around computer models that represent phenomena in both
biotechnology, chemistry, biology, and social sciences. The
modeling approach helped students tinker with both models and
content knowledge. Although this teaching experiment found
that students gained knowledge in both CT and content
knowledge through working with computer models of
phenomena in four different subjects more work should be
conducted on extending the models into new subjects and
domains. Four issues should be of concern here. First, to make sure

we are not just describing a Pygmalion effect where anything new
(e.g. a new NetLogo model) will have a short-term positive effect
but not a long-term positive effect on performance. Second, we
need to conceive of abstraction in terms of not only student
understanding of content in a given high school subject but
abstraction as a concrete manifestation or a computational
solution that can be used in subjects for problem solving. Third,
students problem solving should be measured using a continuous
variable and not a Boolean variable. For instance, a limitation of
this study leading to measurement bias was the use of a
methodology where we rated poor performance as zero and
successful performance as one. CT is hardly a dichotomous
variable that students either have or do not have, but a set pf
complex problem solving skills. Thus CT should be tested with
dynamic (cognitive and computational) models in terms of
whether students are successful in using, modifying and creating
code over time. Fourth, more comparative research should be
conducted in terms of how well different subjects might facilitate
students’ development of CT. We found biotechnology, social
science and chemistry equally amenable to model phenomena
whereby students could learn CT. All participating teachers were
able to collaborate with researchers and developers in this project
to produce models that generated CT in students regardless of
their subjects.
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CT helps raise fundamental ontological questions in high-school
teaching about what is biology, social science etc.? This was
originally pointed out by Papert [1 p.140] who asked: What is the
potential influence of computation on students’ understanding of
physics? Will CT bring student nearer to grasping what a subject
is or merely confuse them about phenomena, representations,
codes and models? Our teaching experiment showed that by
letting students tinker with models they were able to integrate
both coding, modelling and content knowledge.
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